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• To describe briefly and evaluate online subjects
searching of Czech dissertations
• To present the results of a small research of 
subjects description of dissertations in selected 
Czech university systems and national services
• To intruduce briefly subjects description of 
dissertations in selected foreign databases (for 
the inspiration)
• To communicate the possibilities of situation 
improvement, likewise in the context of 
linked open data (LOD) technologies






• U.S.
 Database of dissertations and theses PQDT 
(ProQuest)
 Records of dissertations in WorldCat database 
(OCLC)
• Germany
 Records of dissertations in German National 
Bibliography database (German National Library)
• France
 National database of records of dissertations: 
Theses (SUDOC) a Theses.fr




http://data.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb119813
• There is no Czech national bibliography of dissertations 
(today)
• National services of dissertations records and digital 
repositories don’t provide effective subject access to 
disssertations. Is it possible to enrich records with 
author’s keywords and abstracts in some way?
• Better subjects description of dissertations provide 
catalogues of Czech university libraries (but not all). 
Unfortunately, the dissertations records are not part of 
national union catalogue (CASLIN)
• Will the Linked Open Data technology become the 
impulse to improvement of subjects description of 
dissertations in the Czech Republic?
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